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Focusing on textiles

Carrier bags

The big picture
Task

To design and make a simple personal carrying device.

parts of the world and to use this information 
to design and make a carrier for someone in the 
local community. The design should take into 
consideration all the requirements of users in order 
to develop an appropriate technology.

The story so far
With increasing concern for the environment, there 
is likely to be greater demand for carrying devices 
that can be used when travelling on foot or on 
public transport. The students’ task is to research 
carrying devices that already exist in different 

Learning

Designing

Using ideas from designers in countries around the 
world.

Using ergonomics to improve product 
performance.

Making

Producing bags (in the widest sense) using textiles.

Technical matters

The strength of materials and the effectiveness of 
different joining methods.

Other matters

Appropriate technology. 

Design decisions

The sort of product

This has been decided by the teacher – a bag of some 
sort but there is clearly a wide range of choice with 
regard to the sort of bag.

The customer

The student can decide whom the product is for.

The performance of the product

The student can decide what the bag will carry.

The appearance of the product

The student can decide the overall shape and form 
of the bag although this may be governed to some 
extent by the purpose of the bag. The student can 
choose any decoration for the bag.

The way the product works

The student can decide how the product works in 
terms of how the bag holds what it has to carry and 
how the person using the bag carries it – the nature 
and positions of handles and straps.

The way the product fits together

The student can decide how the parts that make the 
bag fit together.

The student can decide how any handles or straps 
are attached to the bag.

The materials, fastenings and finishes

The student can choose from:
•   a range of construction fabrics: sacking, medium 

calico, cotton duck, cotton drill, cotton corduroy,
•   stiffening materials: card, tarlatan, buckram, 

Vilene® and Bondaweb®;
•   padding materials;
•   a range of found materials: packaging, card 

tubes, plastic sheeting, etc. (useful for producing 
decorative embellishments);

•   a range of appropriate fastenings and fixings: 
thread, string, laces, press studs, hooks and eyes, 
Velcro®, buckles, zip;

•   a range of decorative finishes: block printing, 
appliqué, machine embroidery, special effects, e.g. 
using a tagging gun with plastic discs.
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Products
In this school the teacher required the students to design bags to be 
used for carrying particular items, so a key consideration was the use 
to which the bag would be put as well as the appearance of the bag.

Here the student produce a cylindrical bag for carrying hats.

Social

Students should appreciate the wide range of 
solutions developed by different cultures over time 
in response to their particular needs.

Moral

Students should consider the wider idea of 
‘burden’ and how co-operation can ‘lighten loads.

Aesthetic

Students should consider the need for attractive 
‘carriers’ for a variety of occasions.

Here the student 
produced a 
rectangular bag 
for carrying 
lunch.

Here the student 
produced a simple draw-
string bag for gym kit.

Here the student produced a 
bag to carry homework books 

using the fabric from an old 
pair of jeans. He received a lot 

of help in fitting the zip.

Values 

Technical

Students should appreciate that, while it is  
desirable to use materials with the most 
appropriate properties, this may not always be 
possible and that a compromise may be necessary.

Economic

Students should appreciate that solutions are often 
dependent on locally available resources.

Environmental

Students should consider the impact on the environ-
ment of the use of materials from trees and plants.

Here the student produce a bag for 
carrying needlework in progress.
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Carrier bags

The detail
Sample brief

Design and make a bag that can be used by someone travelling on foot or on  
public transport to carry something of value that is only moderately heavy.

What the product should look like:

•   be appealing to the identified user.

Other features:

•   limited environmental impact e.g. uses some 
recyclable or recycled materials.

Sample specification

What the product has to do:

•   provide the means for carrying particular items;

•   be suitable for the identified user, allowing the 
user to carry things in a safe and comfortable 
manner.

Starter sketches
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Nuffield teacher talk

‘OK, so you’ve decided you want it for sports kit. 
And you’ve got all your sports kit plus a towel 
and all that stuff you use in the shower.  Right, try 
putting those things into a neat arrangement so you 
can work out a size and shape for your bag. And 
remember you’ll need an opening that makes it easy 
to get them in and out.’

‘It’s a small bag for cosmetics but you want it to look 
different. Remember how the horse chestnut is all spiky 
on the outside yet smooth on the inside where it holds 
the conker? Well, start with that as an idea for your bag 
– the outside is very different from the inside. What 
could you put on the outside?’

‘Yes, short spikes, lumps, bumps, shapes hanging off 
short pieces of thread, tassels are all possible.’

‘Try drawing the bag edge-on several times and add 
different sorts of outsides till you get an interesting 
effect.’ 

‘Those straps look really short in your drawing. Are 
you sure that the bag will be easy to put on and off? 
You’re not sure. You could check by comparing the 
length of your straps with those on the haversacks 
we’ve got on display. Can you see how to make them 
adjustable?’

‘You want it to be see-through so that you can check 
that you’ve got all your books without opening it. 
So what fabric could you use – transparent PVC is 
possible? It might be difficult to make the whole 
thing from this but you could build in a couple of 
‘windows’. Check out how easy it is to sew it onto 
another fabric like canvas.’

Resource Tasks

General design
For the first Capability Task in Year 8:
SRT 4  Writing interview questions
SRT 15  Getting visual ideas from sections of pictures
SRT 30  Layout
SRT 32  Instructions
SRT 38  Evaluating outcomes – winners and losers

For the second Capability Task in Year 8:
SRT 3  Selecting recording tools
SRT 14  Attribute analysis
SRT 19  Appreciating products – feel

For the third Capability Task in Year 8:
SRT 5  Identifying needs and wants 
SRT 16  Making random connections 
SRT 28  Modelling with spreadsheets
SRT 40  Freehand product analysis

Focus area design
TRT 2  User trips with textile products  
 (unless already tackled in Year 7)

Communication
CRT 9  Presenting textile product designs

Making
TRT 7  Small bag 
TRT 8 Large bag

Technical
TRT 15  Investigating fastenings
TRT 16  Is it woven or knitted
TRT 20  Testing for strength and stretch

Commercial
TRT 5  Marketing: Why are only some clothes advertised
TRT 6  Care: looking after clothes

Case Studies

Carrying, downloadable from the website www.secondarydandt.org

ICT opportunities

Use the Internet to find out about carriers that are 
used in different parts of the world. Try putting  ‘+fair 
+trade +bags’ in the search engine.  Look directly at 
www.fairtradefederation.com/memret.html.

Use CAD to develop patterns for decorating a fabric 
bag.   Use CAD/CAM to develop printing blocks 
for decorative patterns.  Use CAD/CAM to produce 
embroidered motifs.




